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Problem Statement 
PayTM offers a wide range of financial products that can benefit the customers. However, 
these products are not easily discoverable on the platform. The user finds it hard to 
navigate across the app and find the product that he/she wants to use. 


How Do We Know That We Have A Problem?  
One has to scroll five times to discover all categories of products on the PayTM app. This 
adds friction in the process of discovering an app. Further actions in the pipeline are 
unlikely to happen if the product is not discovered in the first place. 
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Brainstorming UI Ideas From Other Finance SuperApps 
A quick comparison with similar wannabe SuperApps like PhonePe and CRED shows that 
it is harder for a PayTM average user to navigate around the app. There are several good 
UI features in these apps that can be incorporated in a redesigned PayTM app


Best Features Drawbacks Takeaways for 
PayTM

CRED Aesthetics of the 
app is great. Most 
prominent CTA is at 
the forefront of the 
app. 

User is not aware of 
key offerings of the 
product upfront. He/
she has to click 
buttons in the 
bottom row to find 
key products.

Ensure that the key 
customer action is 
always on top (this 
is already followed 
but can be 
improved). Work on 
aesthetics

Phone Pe Category wise 
divisions in the 
bottom row of the 
product makes a lot 
sense (Home/
Stores/ Insurance/ 
Investments/ 
History) .

Key products like 
Investments and 
Stores are not easily 
visible though they 
are close to the 
thumb

Use bottom row to 
guide key customer 
actions. 
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It is very important to categorise different services on the app to help users to navigate 
and find different services. All apps have their own deficiencies and strengths. PayTM can 
take the best features and combine them to come up with a great UI. 


Business Case For Revamping The UI 
Poor product discovery on the app will lead to two negative issues.


1. Users will be unaware of different offerings

2. Users who are aware of offerings feel frustrated or impatient while trying to 

navigate the app and hence drop off the app. 


In other words, we are targeting the top of the funnel ( ‘awareness’ aspect of the AAARRR 
metrics). To ensure that different verticals of the business grow, the company will have to 
ensure that users are aware of all the products on offer.  This could be done through ads 
or push notifications. But these are ephemeral nudges. Ensuring that all products are 
easily accessible on the app is likely to have more impact. 


Other Related Notes 
Currently, PayTM earns through its marketplace, bill payments, mobile recharge, interest 
from money in its wallets and merchant payment business. However, PayTM aims to 
become a larger financial player which can operate in insurance, investments, deposits 
and pay later products. To succeed in the competitive fin-tech marketplace, PayTM has 
to ensure that people know about all its products and use them. 


User Personas and Stories 
Now, let us look at some user stories and personas that are facing issues because of the 
current PayTM UI


Pramila, a 45-year-old homemaker living in a small town started using PayTM for grocery 
purchase after demonetisation. She has learnt how to use the app, add money to the 
wallet and trusts the product. Now, she wants to take a loan as she is planning to make 

iMobile Pay (ICICI 
app)

Grid wise 
categorisation of 
different products 
under each heading 
makes it easier for 
customers to find 
products. 


Bank balance is 
easily visible


Search button 
makes it easy to find 
products without 
navigation

Invest and Insure 
option is shown 
twice (redundancy). 


Account details are 
shown in two places 
(bottom row and the 
top card). 


Scan to pay button 
is too small

Prominent search 
bar with a call to 
action. 


Gridwise 
categorisation of 
products

Best Features Drawbacks Takeaways for 
PayTM
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some big ticket purchases. However, she is totally unaware that the loan can be availed 
through PayTM because she never scrolls down the app to check out all the products. 
She uses the payment features at the top of the app and closes it. 


Anand, a 40-year-old shopkeeper is using PayTM along with BharatPe QR code which 
charges zero percent for transactions. He has PhonePe and other apps in his phone. 
Usually, PayTM is opened only when PhonePe is down or not working. He doesn’t see it 
as a user friendly app or a one-stop-shop for all his business needs. The product is not 
very different from other apps. 


Anirudh, a  22-year-old youngster who has got his first job is looking for an app to invest 
money. He is already a PayTM user, but he finds the app cluttered and confused. With 
great difficulty, he found the investment products. When he clicked on the investment 
button, he was led to the play store and was asked to download another app. He prefers 
PayTM only for payments. He has already connected it with his Uber. He doesn’t do 
much with the app on a daily basis. Other apps are well designed, he says. 


Asha, a 25-year-old movie buff living in Mumbai has PayTM and BookMyShow app on 
her phone. She knows that she can pay electricity bills on the app. But it took quite some 
time for her to realise that she can also book movie tickets on PayTM. Her friend had to 
show her the button hidden deep inside the app. She tried it once, but complained that 
the listing of events  and movies makes it harder for her to pick the right theatre.


Macro Level Approach Towards The Solution 
1. Ensure that similar products are grouped together on the app making it easier for 

users to navigate on the app and access products that they want. 

2. Ensure frequently used products and strategically important products are prominently 

visible. Note: Strategically important products are those which should take off to 
ensure that PayTM becomes a true finance super-app in the long run. 


3. Avoid redundancy. Ensure that same feature does not occupy space at more than one 
location on the app. 


4. Simultaneously, create a real estate for product discovery. This will be an area where 
users are made aware of the offerings and the benefits of accessing these services on 
PayTM.  


5. Adopt best practices from other banking or finance super-apps.
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Classification & Ranking of Products on PayTM iOS App 
Classification and ranking of products currently on PayTM app is summarised below. 
Explanation for the scores/ prioritisation are provided in the notes below. 


Classification and ranking of products on the PayTM app

Sl. 
No

Product Category Products/ 
Features

Frequenc
y of use   
(X/10)

Revenue 
Potential 
(X/10)

Strategic
Value 
(X/10)

Overall 
score 
for the 
category

1 P2P / Merchant 
Payments

Add cash to 
wallet, transfer 
to a number, 
transfer to 
another 
account, 
transfer to self

Daily (10) High (10) High  (10)
 30

2 Loans and Credit 
Cards

Postpaid, 
Personal Loan, 
Credit Score, 
PayTM credit 
card, Pay Later

Yearly (6) High(10)
 High(10)
 26

3 Profile Info Account 
details, 
balance, 
Adding funds 
to PayTM 
account, KYC, 
PayTM Bank

Weekly (8) Low(6) High(10)
 24

4 Ticket Booking Movie tickets, 
Flight tickets, 
Bus tickets, 
Train tickets, 
Event tickets, 
Metro tickets, 
Fastag

Monthly 
(6)

Medium 
(8)

High(10)
 24

5 Investments 
(Currently the app 
has links to 
another PayTM 
app meant for 
stocks and ETFs. 
Gold app is within 
the app) 

Stocks, ETFs, 
Gold,  Futures 
and Options

Monthly 
(6)

High(10) Medium  
(8)


24
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Notes: 
1. P2P and Merchant Payments : This product forms the core business of PayTM. 

Hence it has to be at the top of the priority list. Currently, the feature is the most 
prominent and accessible product. And it makes sense to retain it that way. [ Source: 
Link ]


2. Loans and Credit Cards : Any fin-tech super-app worth its salt must get a significant 
share in the lending space. As UPI gains more traction and payments business moves 
closer to zero charges regime, alternative sources of income will become important. 
[ Source: Link ] . Credit segment has strategic long term importance for PayTM’s 
future. It must assign high importance to this segment even though it might be lagging 
currently. 

3. Profile Info: It is a high priority item as it is at the top of the funnel for any transaction 
to be done on the PayTM app. For a user to make any transaction, KYC and addition 

7 Recharge and Bill 
Payments

Gas, Mobile, 
Electricity, 
DTH, 
Broadband/
Landline, 
Credit Card Bill

Monthly 
(6)

Medium 
(8)

Medium  
(10)


24

6 E-commerce/ 
Shopping

Mobiles, 
Footwear, 
Edibles, Deals 
for men and 
women

Monthly 
(6)

Medium 
(8)

High(8) 22

8 Insurance Term Life 
Insurance, 
Vehicle, Health, 
Hospital Cash, 
Corona 
Insurance, Pay 
Premium

Yearly(6) High (6)
 High(10)
 22

9 Deals and Offers Cashback, Gift 
cards, Paytm 
deals, 
Vouchers, 
Domino's, 
McDonald, Ola, 
Rapido, 
Decathlon

Weekly(8) Low(6) Low(6) 20

10 Customer 
Support

FAQs, 24x7 
Helpline

Monthly 
(6)

None(0) High(10)
 16

Classification and ranking of products on the PayTM app

Sl. 
No

Product Category Products/ 
Features

Frequenc
y of use   
(X/10)

Revenue 
Potential 
(X/10)

Strategic
Value 
(X/10)

Overall 
score 
for the 
category
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of funds is very essential. PayTM makes some money from wallets as it gets interest 
on the funds parked in it. Hence this should be easily accessible.


4. Ticket Booking: There are other category leaders in the ticketing space. MakeMyTrip 
for travel, BookMyShow for movie/event tickets. Pre-pandemic data suggests that 
ticketing product had many takers in spite of competition from category leaders. 
[ Source : Link ] Convenience of payments and immediate access to wallet funds on 
the app makes it a fairly competitive player in the FastTag, movie and event ticketing 
space.


5. Investments : There is huge potential as it is an underserved sector in India. However, 
the current icons lead to the AppStore where customer has to download another app. 
Need to check if it can be integrated to the existing app. Since Indian customer has 
high affinity for gold investments, this product can be prominently displayed on the 
app. [ Source: Link 1 Link 2  Link 3] 

6. Recharge and Bill Payments: This is an area of importance as many customers have 
built the habit of paying bills on the platform. Most of these bills (electricity, LPG and 
mobile recharge) are recurring transactions. Hence it is important to focus on this 
area.  [ Source : Link-1 Link-2 ]


7. E-commerce and Shopping: Market leaders in this segment are Amazon and 
Flipkart. PayTM will find it hard to beat them in the near future. It can be an additional 
offering to customers and it can prove to be successful if the shopping experience on 
the app is enhanced. [ Source: Link ]


8. Insurance : This is an important product. But in Indian context, the uptake and 
awareness for insurance  products is quite low. It could be a long term goal for 
PayTM, but the potential convert customers online is quite hard because of 
established and trusted alternatives in the market. [Source: Link 1 Link 2 ]


9. Deals and Offers: This might draw in revenue, but most customers discover offers on 
the respective apps. For example, a Swiggy or Zomato consumer is more likely to find 
offers while paying. PayTM need not become a market leader in providing offers.


10. Customer Support: This is important for the business. But it does not accrue income. 
If all moving parts of the product are easy to access and use, this might not be an 
issue at all. From the comments on the App Store, it is clear that the backend of 
customer support is a bigger issue than its accessibility on the app. 


Possible Layouts For The Redesigned PayTM iOS app 
Among the well know fin-tech apps, PhonePe and ICICI Bank app have given good user 
experience as an individual customer. So, I have combined the best features of these 
apps to come up with a new version of PayTM app. 


Process for choosing the most optimum layout: The layouts have been broadly scored 
on the basis of their  impact on customer experience and business goals articulated in the 
previous section. The layout with the highest score can be chosen. 


Note: Redesign suggested for iOS app can be implemented on Android apps as well 
(provided screen sizes are comparable / suitable for different models).
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Option 1: Equal visibility for all broad categories 

 

Remarks : This is a much cleaner design layout for the PayTM app. But it can have a 
negative impact on the core payments usage. There is no special emphasis on 
strategically important products identified earlier 

Salient features Impact on User 
Experience

Impact on 
Business goals

Provides an opportunity for the customer to 
discover all products with equal ease.

++ +

There is no repetition of same functionality or 
feature on the app layout. 

++ Neutral

Makes it easier for customers to discover one 
top feature at a time (through the promotion 
real estate created below payments function). 
The UI is easier on the eyes. 

+++ - - -

The search bar with a call to action ensures 
that a customer can directly land on the 
product they want to access

++ ++

Overall Score 9
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Option 2: Higher visibility for Payments Product Alone 

Remarks : This is an improvement over option 1. Special emphasis on the payments 
product ensures that the core business is not impacted. But still, there is no special 
emphasis on strategically important products identified earlier.  

Salient features Impact on User 
Experience

Impact on 
Business goals

Provides more visibility for core function of the 
PayTM app. Other key products are shown in 
different colour to indicate that they are 
different set of products

+++ +

There is no repetition of same functionality or 
feature on the app layout. 

++ Neutral

Makes it easier for customers to discover one 
top feature at a time (through the promotion 
real estate created below payments function). 
The UI is easier on the eyes. 

+++ - - -

The search bar with a call to action ensures 
that a customer can directly land on the 
product they want to access

++ ++

Overall Score 10
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Option 3: Higher visibility for Payments and Strategically 
Important Products 

Remarks : This is an improvement over option 2. Special emphasis on the payments 
product ensures that the core business is not impacted. Bigger real estate provided for 
strategically important products ensure that the future goals of PayTM get adequate 
attention.  

Salient features Impact on User 
Experience

Impact on 
Business goals

Provides more visibility for newer and 
strategically important products of PayTM 
without having a negative impact on core 
functionality of the product

++ ++++

There is no repetition of same functionality or 
feature on the app layout. 

++ Neutral

Makes it easier for customers to discover one 
top feature at a time (through the promotion 
real estate created below payments function). 
The UI is easier on the eyes. 

+++ - - -

The search bar with a call to action ensures 
that a customer can directly land on the 
product they want to access

++ ++

Overall Score 12
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Testing, Success Criteria and Launch Plan 
The team can carry out the testing and launch plan in three different ways. Based on ease 
of implementation and confidence of the solution, option 3 can be chosen.  


Option 3 is the best test and launch plan because the team can get first hand feedback 
from user testing and get a definite qualitative data. We can understand which layout is 
the best without prejudice/ business lens. Once we have received positive feedback from 
users, we can get quantitative data from A/B test


Timelines 
The over all timeline can be broken into two parts:


a) Plan for technical prototyping and user testing 

b) b) Plan for A/B testing and launching 


Plan for Prototyping And User Testing 

Three parallel teams can be created for creating the UI and an integrated user testing 
activity can be conducted. 


Each team should have 

1. UI/UX designers 

2. Marketing representative 

3. Software Engineers  

4. Database Engineers

5. Finance and compliance experts

6. Data scientists


Sl 
No

Option Ease of 
Implementation

Confidence Success criteria 
for launch after 
A/B Test

1 Conduct an A/B test for 5 
percent of the users. All three 
variants can be tested and 
the best performing option 
can be chosen.

Hard Medium 10% 
Improvement in 
clicks on the main 
icons/ product 
categories 
compared to 
current figures. 


Decline if any on 
merchant & P2P 
payments, 
ticketing, bill 
payments should 
be less than 2%

2 Conduct A/B test of option 3 
alone in comparison to the 
existing layout.

Easy Medium

3 Conduct a focus group or a 
user testing. All three layouts 
can be shown to users. See 
which option is performing 
the best and then launch it for 
A/B test.

Medium High
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7. UI Copywriters 


During the two week testing, users can be given one of the UI prototypes and the team 
can see their behaviour in real time. Data can be collected on user paths and most used 
functions on the app. We will need a representative cohort to understand users of all 
kinds. We can recruit following kinds of users. 


1. Home makers 

2. Students 

3. Working professionals 

4. Merchants (Small and Large) 


Plan for A/B test and launch activities 

Post testing and launch will be done by a team drawn from the initial pool which made the 
three prototypes. 


Risks and Challenges  
1. Detailed sitemap and user loops within each category and product has to be tweaked 

and perfected as part of the exercise. If bugs and issues are found inside each 
category, it can delay or derail the whole exercise. 


Task Time allocated


 (To be done in 
parallel by three 
separate teams) 

Time allocated for 
Internal Testing and 
Bug fixes

Time allocated for 
User Testing and 
Iterations (if any)  
(Integrated activity 
for all three versions)

Creation of UI 
option 1

1 month 2 weeks 2 weeks

Creation of UI 
option 2

1 month 2 weeks

Creation of UI 
option 3

1 month 2 weeks

Action Item Time allocated

A/B test of the chosen UI with respect to 
existing UI -

2 Months

Analysis of results 1 week

Post- analysis tweaking and development 1 Month

Scaling the infrastructure and backend 
systems

1 Month

Final launch of revamped UI 1 week
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2. Though we might be able to increase awareness of products, the conversions and 
revenue aspects might remain stagnant. Working on the user flow within each 
categories is equally essential. 


3. The customers who are used to current layout might find it hard to navigate the app. 

4. Too many services might overwhelm users and push them towards specialised apps 

dealing with stocks (Zerodha) and Insurance (PolicyBazaar). 

5. Regulatory changes in future will be harder to manage in a single tightly knit app 

platform.
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